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Birds frequently manoeuvre around plant clutter in complex-structured
habitats. To understand how they rapidly negotiate obstacles while flying
between branches, we measured how foraging Pacific parrotlets avoid hori-
zontal strings obstructing their preferred flight path. Informed by visual
cues, the birds redirect forces with their legs and wings to manoeuvre
around the obstacle and make a controlled collision with the goal perch.
The birds accomplish aerodynamic force vectoring by adjusting their body
pitch, stroke plane angle and lift-to-drag ratios beat-by-beat, resulting in a
range of about 100° relative to the horizontal plane. The key role of drag
in force vectoring revises earlier ideas on how the avian stroke plane and
body angle correspond to aerodynamic force direction—providing new
mechanistic insight into avian manoeuvring—and how the evolution of
flight may have relied on harnessing drag.
1. Introduction
Foraging birds, bats and insects frequently navigate cluttered habitats, negotiat-
ing obstacles on the wing. The severity of a collision depends largely on an
animal’s momentum (mass times velocity) during impact [1], so it is critical for
larger animals like birds and bats to use rapid changes in posture [2,3] or reliable
manoeuvring strategies to avoid injury. Arboreal birds, in particular, are adept at
negotiating intervening branches as they perform short flights (less than 1 m) up
to 30 times per minute [4] in search of food. These rapid manoeuvres require
them to redirect both terrestrial forces exerted by their legs during take-off and
landing as well as aerodynamic forces exerted by their wings. However, the
mechanisms that enable this redirection of forces in the global frame—what we
refer to as ‘force vectoring’—are not well understood [5].

Our current understanding of manoeuvring animal flight comes mostly
from studies on turning flights made by insects [6–8], bats [9] and birds
[10,11] in uncluttered airspace. These animals often perform rolling banked
turns to redirect aerodynamic forces [6,9,10,12,13], a strategy that has been
likened to that of helicopters rolling into turns [10,14,15]. In addition to rolling,
insects [7,8,16] and hummingbirds [17,18] can also rely on stroke plane angle
and other wingbeat kinematics adjustments to turn without adjusting their
body orientation. Prior studies have shown how insects [16], hummingbirds
[19] and small bats [9] perform tighter turns compared with generalist birds.
It is, therefore, unclear to what extent generalist birds redirect forces like
these smaller animals.

Furthermore, different aerodynamic force vectoring strategies, such as pitch-
ing instead of yawing or rolling, are probably required to avoid horizontal
obstacles. The importance of pitching manoeuvres also extends beyond obstacle
avoidance. Juvenile birds exhibit an approximately 30° range in body pitch
orientation when performing the fundamental avian wing-stroke, which is
believed to have been established for aerodynamic function early in the evol-
ution of flight [20]. Birds can also use pitching movements to accelerate after
take-off and brake for landing [21–23]. However, the extent to which aero-
dynamic forces are redirected in the global frame by these pitching
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manoeuvres, or even by yawing and rolling, is not fully
understood. Aerodynamic force vectoring in birds has only
been derived from combining mass distribution and kin-
ematics measurements [10,11,18,24], and has never been
measured directly in a freely flying animal in vivo.

To quantify the strategies and mechanisms involved in
their force vectoring, we studied how five Pacific parrotlets
(Forpus coelestis; N = 5), generalist arboreal birds [25],
navigated around horizontal aerial obstacles while flying
voluntarily between perches to forage seeds. We filmed their
manoeuvres at high speed while they flew in a two-
dimensional aerodynamic force platform (AFP; see Material
and methods). This custom set-up enabled us to non-
intrusively measure both terrestrial forces (using instrumented
perches) and aerial horizontal and vertical forces in vivo. We
compared flights without obstacles, the baseline, with flights
in which birds negotiated horizontal strings that spanned the
full width of the AFP. To evaluate if and how the proximity
of the obstacle to the take-off or landing perch would affect
their flight strategy, the strings were positioned at 25, 40 or
55 cm from the take-off perch (figure 1a).
10947
2. Results
2.1. Flight behaviour and impulse redirection
Parrotlets effectively redirect terrestrial and aerodynamic
forces (relative to the global frame) to reach their goal perch
when it is blocked by an aerial obstacle (figure 1a). Initial
wingbeat impulses after take-off are consistent spatially
(figure 1b) and temporally for most flight variations (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S1). By contrast,
wingbeat impulses later in each flight exhibit visibly more
scatter, particularly when flying over obstacles and under
the 55 cm obstacle, which is closest to the goal perch
(figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
Forces generated by their legs and wings during these flights
are primarily oriented upwards to support bodyweight and
thus overcome gravity (figures 1c and 2a). However, an
additional net impulse (stroke-averaged total force minus
bodyweight) is needed to navigate around obstacles between
the take-off and goal perches. The reorientation of the take-off
leg impulse (figure 2b, insets) aligns with the direction taken
to avoid the obstacle; take-off impulse is oriented more verti-
cally for a flight over an obstacle, and more horizontally for a
flight under an obstacle. These differences are more pro-
nounced when the obstacle is closer to the take-off perch
(difference between flying over or under a ‘25 cm’ obstacle =
70 ± 26°, ‘40 cm’ = 39 ± 32°, ‘55 cm’ = 24 ± 23°). The net wing-
beat impulse is also redirected beat-by-beat; it is initially
oriented more forwards and rotates backwards more
consistently when flying under the obstacle (figure 2b).

2.2. Lift and drag use and reorientation
We combined our force and kinematic measurements to
resolve the relative lift (force component acting perpendicu-
lar to the wing velocity) and drag (force component acting
parallel and opposite to the wing velocity) contributions to
the 1775 recorded wingbeats during manoeuvring flights
(see Material and methods). We find that higher lift-to-drag
ratios are used during flights under an obstacle, particularly
after passing the obstacle and for landing (figures 2a
and 3h). The net forces (total – weight) used for manoeuvring
around an obstacle, and for braking before landing, involve
more drag (figure 2b). Although lift is commonly associated
with vertical weight support and drag for horizontal braking
force, we find that stroke-averaged lift and drag are fre-
quently repurposed during these flights. During take-off,
drag and lift can support weight equivalently—drag contrib-
utes up to 55% weight support during obstacle-free flight,
and up to 70% upon take-off for flights under the obstacle.
Near an obstacle, drag continues to provide up to 50%
weight support, and then during landing lift provides up to
40% of the total horizontal braking force. On average, drag
contributes more to take-off weight support during flights
under an obstacle compared with flights over, particularly
when the obstacle is closer to the take-off perch. Similarly,
lift contributes more to horizontal braking for flights under
an obstacle than for flights over, with more pronounced
differences when the obstacle is closer to the goal perch
(representative vectors shown in figure 3a–d; average percen-
tages in electronic supplementary material, table S4). The use
of aerodynamic force vectoring as well as lift and drag repur-
posing is thus adapted to obstacle location. The position of
the obstacle drives the ascending and descending flight
angles required to manoeuvre around it—showing aero-
dynamic force vectoring is an essential mechanism that
enables birds to perform flights around obstacles.
2.3. Aerodynamic force vectoring mechanism
To achieve aerial force vectoring, birds control both the mag-
nitude and direction of their wingbeat impulse by adjusting
their body and wingbeat kinematics as well as lift-to-drag
ratios. The total impulse magnitude increases in two cases:
after flying over an obstacle during landing, and while
flying under an obstacle (figure 3e). The average total impulse
vector (figure 3f ) and stroke plane (figure 3g), which we
directly measured, both rotate forwards to accelerate during
take-off and then backwards to brake during landing. The
average lift-to-drag ratio (L=D), which we calculated from
measured forces and kinematics (see Material and methods;
electronic supplementary material, figure S6), is generally
lower flying over the obstacle and higher when flying
under (figure 3h). To control the wingbeat force magnitude
beat-by-beat, the parrotlets modulate their wing velocity
(electronic supplementary material, figure S3A) via stroke
amplitude (electronic supplementary material, figure S3B)
and stroke time (electronic supplementary material, figure
S3C). They rely more on reducing downstroke duration, T,
than stroke amplitude to increase wing velocity, V, and thus
force magnitude; F ∝ V2 ∝ T−2 (electronic supplementary
material, figure S3C).

The parrotlets pitch their bodies as they reorient forces,
but the same net impulse direction can be achieved over a
range of body angles diverging up to approximately 30°
(figure 4a), which goes beyond insects [7,8,16] and is on par
with predictions from aerodynamic models for manoeuvring
hummingbirds [18,26]. In fact, the average direction of a
wingbeat impulse relative to the body angle spans a range
of over 40° across the different wingbeat types (take-off,
before obstacle, after obstacle, or landing; figure 4b). By pitch-
ing their bodies, the birds also pitch their stroke plane, which
remains at a relatively fixed angle with respect to their body
angle (118° ± 9°, mean ± s.d.; figure 4c). The stroke plane
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Figure 1. Perch-to-perch flights inside of an AFP quantify the terrestrial and aerodynamic forces that parrotlets generate to negotiate horizontal obstacles. (a) We
recorded flights between two instrumented perches spaced 80 cm apart in the AFP, both with and without the presence of a horizontal string obstacle (represented
by the black circle). The string was positioned at eye-level with the perched bird at distances of 25, 40 and 55 cm from the take-off perch. Additional strings
(represented by the purple and green circles) were also added above or below the original so that birds could only fly under or over the obstacle, respectively.
Instrumented plates on the top, bottom, front and rear walls of the AFP enable direct measurements of the net vertical and horizontal forces during each flight.
(b) Mid-downstroke locations across all flights of all five birds show how initial wingbeats are more stereotyped while later wingbeats tend to exhibit more variance,
particularly when flying under the 55 cm obstacle. Dot area scales with total impulse. Black dots show obstacle locations and have an area that corresponds to
bodyweight impulse during one wingbeat. Net take-off and landing impulses are shown using the same scaling at the corresponding perch locations (only half of
the full dot is shown for flights over and under an obstacle). (c) Take-off and landing perch forces are shown in light grey, and net aerodynamic forces are shown in
dark grey for a representative flight with no string obstacle. Aerodynamic forces are shown in green for a flight over the obstacle, and purple for a flight under the
obstacle. The net aerodynamic force vectors are plotted along the trajectory of the bird’s eye during each flight.
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angle, which we define relative to the global horizontal plane,
then largely determines the angle of the net impulse gener-
ated by each wingbeat (electronic supplementary material,
figure S4). These relations can be well-approximated by
linear functions (figure 4a,c; electronic supplementary
material, figure S4). We find that the stroke-averaged net
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grid and plotted with their origins at the cell centres (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Average flight trajectories are shown in each plot; grey
(baseline flights), green (flights over the obstacle) and purple (flights under the obstacle).
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impulse is, on average, oriented substantially less than 90°
from the stroke plane (figure 4d; electronic supplementary
material, figure S4), in contrast to rotorcraft [15] or hovering
insects [27]. These diminished angles are explained by the
use of more drag; wingbeats with relatively more drag,
such as landing wingbeats, exhibit greater deviations from
the 90° assumption (figure 4e), because the instantaneous
aerodynamic vector angle is tan�1 (L=D) with respect to the
stroke direction. The same equation also indicates that at
low lift-to-drag ratios—which are typical during take-off,
and even more so during manoeuvring and landing when
L=D is substantially reduced by harnessing drag—the aero-
dynamic vector angle becomes very sensitive to changes in
L/D. This explains why we observe large stroke-averaged
force reorientations of up to approximately 50° for
0:5& L=D& 2 (figures 3a–d and 4e). Birds can therefore redir-
ect aerial forces in the global frame—not only by adjusting
body and stroke plane angles—but also through variable lift-
to-drag ratios.
2.4. Time-to-collision guided manoeuvres
To evaluate whether the birds were incorporating visual
cues during flight, we measured their head orientation
during each wingbeat (see Material and methods). Com-
pared with flights with no obstacle, parrotlets orient their
heads more downwards when flying over an obstacle, and
more upwards when flying under one (figure 5a,b). By
adjusting their head orientation based on the obstacle’s
location, the birds are able to keep the obstacle within
their field of vision, which lies mostly in front and above
their head [29], until they pass over or under the obstacle
(figure 5c). At the same time, the birds maintain a view of
the landing perch throughout the flight (figure 5d ). By
doing so, they can avoid collisions with the obstacle while
controlling their landings according to a visually estimated
time-to-collision known as the tau function [30], where tau
is equal to the distance to the target divided by the time
rate of change of that distance. Here we calculate two
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separate tau functions—τOB, the perceived time-to-collision
with the obstacle, and τLD, the perceived time-to-collision
with the landing perch (see Material and methods). Com-
pared with wingbeat accelerations directed towards or
away from the obstacle (figure 5e), we find that accelerations
directed towards the landing perch show a much stronger
dependence on tau (figure 5f ). This suggests that the
birds’ main objective in reorienting forces is to reach the
landing perch. Meanwhile, their wingbeat impulses are
timed to maintain a margin roughly equivalent to the
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flight phase, an arctan function is fitted to the same-coloured data points (coefficients in electronic supplementary material, Table S3).
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visuomotor delay range reported for pigeons [31] and
dunlin [32], 30–70 ms, or about 0.6–1.5 parrotlet wingbeats
(figure 5e,f ). Spatially, this margin roughly corresponds to
the distance needed for the wings to clear the obstacle
when flying under it and for outstretched feet to reach the
goal perch during landing, aiding flight safety.
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perch τLD based on their distance from the obstacle dOB and perch dLD, and the time rate-of-change of that distance. (e) Wingbeat accelerations directed towards
an obstacle d€OB tend to decrease as the perceived time-to-collision τOB approaches 0 (τOB becomes negative when the bird flies away from the obstacle).
( f ) Wingbeat accelerations towards the landing perch d€LD show a much stronger negative trend, with braking forces increasing as τLD decreases. Wingbeats
from before a bird passes an obstacle are shown as open circles. In (e) and ( f ), grey shaded regions indicate the typical visuomotor delay for birds,
30–70 ms [28], or about 0.6–1.5 wingbeats. Parrotlets may avoid large wingbeats in this region to limit their risk of collision. Dot areas scale with the total
wingbeat impulse (black dot in e corresponds to 1 bodyweight impulse).
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3. Discussion
3.1. Visually guided force vectoring
The direct force and kinematic measurements from the
parrotlets’ perch-to-perch flights reveal how birds can both
avoid and control collisions by harnessing visually guided
force vectoring. A control scheme for foraging flights is out-
lined in figure 6 based on the observed behaviours and
measured forces in this study. Each foraging flight begins
after a bird eyes the goal perch, identifies any obstacles,
and then selects a suitable flight path. The birds initiate
their strategy for flying over or under the obstacle by select-
ing a distinct angle to transfer impulse to the take-off perch
(figures 2b and 6b). As they transition from the ground to
air, they use both lift and drag for weight support and lift
for forward thrust. Recently, we showed for obstacle-free hori-
zontal flights that birds repurpose drag to support half of their
bodyweight during take-off and lift to provide up to a quarter
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Figure 6. Informed by visual cues, birds use terrestrial and aerial force vectoring to avoid collisions with obstacles and perform controlled collisions for landing.
(a) Birds perform aerodynamic force vectoring by adjusting (1) their body angle β in the global frame across a range of 101° (figure 4a), (2) their stroke plane angle
Φ relative to their body angle across a range of 55° (figure 4c), and (3) lift-to-drag ratios to rotate their net wingbeat impulse vector relative to the stroke plane
across a range of 53° (figure 4e). Diagrams show measured angle ranges for all wingbeats with an impulse greater than 90% bodyweight. These three key mech-
anisms enable birds to direct aerial impulse based on visual cues, as outlined in (b), a hypothesized control scheme for foraging flights based on quantified
behaviour. After visually locating the landing perch and any intervening obstacles, birds select a desired trajectory xd to begin their flight. The decision to fly
over (green) or under ( purple) an obstacle largely determines how the birds direct their terrestrial impulse during take-off. The intended flight path also determines
how lift (blue arrows) and drag (red arrows) are oriented during initial wingbeats. Based on their current position and velocity, the birds can visually estimate how
much time they have before a collision with the obstacle would occur (τOB). They must then direct aerial impulse by adjusting their stroke kinematics to track their
desired flight path xd while maintaining a safe margin from the obstacle. After passing the obstacle, the birds need only consider their time-to-collision with the
landing perch (τLD). They can then redirect lift and drag to direct aerial impulse for a controlled collision. Upon touchdown, the legs absorb most of their remaining
kinetic energy while the feet and claws secure their grasp on the perch [33].
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of the horizontal braking forces during landing [34]. Here we
find that they continue to adapt drag and lift for manoeuvring
flight by rotating drag and lift more forwards for flying under
an obstacle compared with flying over (figures 3a–d and 6). In
fact, compared with level flights, birds repurpose drag and lift
to an even greater extent for take-off and landing, supporting
up to 71% bodyweight with drag on take-off and up to 40% of
horizontal braking force with lift upon landing (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S4).

Previous studies have shown how birds rely on visual con-
trol to manoeuvre [35–38], avoid obstacles [39] and land
[30,33,40]. Accordingly, we found most birds showed
increased head motion (side-to-side or fore-and-aft) prior to
take-off, presumably to identify obstacles and viable flight
paths to the goal perch. Based on the differences in take-off
impulse direction with and without obstacles (figure 2a),
they select their flight path prior to pushing off, indicating
that they must be using visual cues even before they take
off. As they continue towards the goal perch, the birds incor-
porate more visual cues to inform their aerodynamic force
vectoring (figure 6). For all obstacle flights, they maintain a
view of both the obstacle and the landing perch before passing
the obstacle (figure 5c,d). This enables them to maintain a safe
margin from the obstacle (figure 5e) until passing it, after
which they direct their gaze more consistently towards the
landing perch (figure 5d). The wingbeat pauses that often
occur during flights with no obstacle or flights over an obstacle
(figure 1c; electronic supplementary material, table S5) may be
used for flight control. The brief pause can enable the birds to
take in more visual information that flapping wings may par-
tially obscure, not unlike how lovebirds time their head
saccades to limit wingbeat occlusion of their visual field [28].
After the brief pause, the parrotlets can adjust their wingbeats
to the perceived time-to-collision as needed. The increased
weight support needed for manoeuvring under an obstacle
(figures 2a and 3e) may be prohibitive for the birds to incorpor-
ate pauses mid-flight, but they can make timing adjustments
just after take-off or before landing instead (e.g. figure 1c).
Once their visually estimated time to the landing perch falls
within a few wingbeats, the birds begin a more stereotyped
braking process for landing [33] (figure 5f ). This process
may be easier when ascending from flying under an obstacle,
not only because gravity aids in the deceleration process, but
also because lift can provide up to 40% of the total horizontal
braking force. As a result, less drag is required to slow down
compared with landing wingbeats after flying over obstacles
(figure 3b–d). This may also explain the larger temporal and
spatial margin between their final wingbeats and the landing
perch for flights under an obstacle (figure 5f ). The flights con-
clude as the birds touch down, at which point their legs absorb
the remaining energy and their feet and claws secure their
grasp on the landing perch [33].
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3.2. Force vectoring versatility
Based on their intended path and updated visual cues
(figure 5), the parrotlets can adjust the direction of their
aerial impulses by combining stroke plane angle modulation
(figure 4c) with aerodynamic force vectoring relative to their
stroke plane (figure 4e). In doing so, the net wingbeat force
vectors necessarily remain—on average—pointing upwards
to support bodyweight (figure 2a), but their orientation rela-
tive to the body changes quite substantially beat to beat to
manoeuvre (figure 4a,b). The birds achieve a range of
stroke-averaged impulse angles over 100° in the global refer-
ence frame (figure 4c) through extremely rapid angular
pitching rates that modulate their stroke plane angles at hun-
dreds of degrees per second (electronic supplementary
material, figure S5). Manoeuvring via stroke plane angle
adjustments is similar to the force vectoring mechanism
used by helicopters, as previous animal flight studies have
suggested [6,10,20]. However, the parrotlets’ mechanism dif-
fers in two critical ways. First, the net aerodynamic impulse
never acts orthogonally to the stroke plane (figure 4d,e),
because the birds harness stroke-averaged drag (figure 3a–d).
Variability in their use of wingbeat kinematics and lift-to-
drag ratios leads to the second key difference: the net force
angle that we directly measured is not as fixed relative to
either the body (figure 4b) or stroke plane angle (figure 4d)
as Muijres et al. [6] found for flies making extreme banked
turns (measured with a robot), or as Ros et al. [10] computed
for turning pigeons (via inverse dynamics). These studies
reported variations in force direction relative to body orien-
tation of only approximately 20°. Compared with turning,
greater changes in force direction relative to the body may
be needed to adjust flight paths in the vertical direction and
for landing manoeuvres. Indeed the average direction of the
net wingbeat impulse relative to the stroke plane that we
measured in vivo typically spans a range of approximately
30° across flight phases (figure 4d) but can range up to
approximately 50° for individual wingbeats (figure 4e). The
full range of impulse angles achieved by parrotlets is thus
more similar to that of supermanoeuvrable fighter aircraft
that thrust vector their jet beyond the aerodynamic limits
of their fixed wings to perform vertical/short take-offs and
landings [41]. By contrast, birds achieve this range aero-
dynamically by repurposing their wings’ elevated lift and
drag unconventionally.

The ability to adjust both stroke plane angles and wingbeat
lift-to-drag ratios grants parrotlets exceptional versatility in
their force vectoring capabilities (figure 4). While these two
mechanisms often act in conjunction, they can also be used
independently; if a bird is more constrained in its ability to
modulate stroke plane angle relative to its body axis, it can
modulate net lift and drag through angle-of-attack adjust-
ments to redirect forces relative to its stroke plane, and vice
versa. Without the ability to adjust force direction independent
of body angle, the birds would need to rely on slower accelera-
tion and deceleration rates, or they would need to pitch further
forwards or backwards to accelerate and decelerate. Large
changes in body pitch may be detrimental for stability and
for maintaining visual control during flight manoeuvres.

3.3. Drag facilitates avian take-off and manoeuvring
The versatile force vectoring that parrotlets exhibit during their
short, foraging flights can provide insight into how birds
evolved their ability to hop and fly in arboreal environments.
Although drag requires energy expenditure that lift does not,
it substantially augments the total aerodynamic force when
lift alone may not be sufficient [34]. This is advantageous
when elevated drag is harnessed for just a few wingbeats,
because the elevated aerodynamic power (drag ×wing velocity)
only constitutes a small energetic penalty (elevated power ×
brief time period), especially compared with the total energy
expenditure over the entire flight duration involving numerous
wingbeats. The elevated aerodynamic power can be sustained
by bird muscles during a few wingbeats, because they have
the capacity to deliver high burst power [42]. Critically, support-
ing weight with drag requires much less muscle power when
drag only has to support a fraction of bodyweight. We pre-
viously showed how even limited weight support from a
single proto-wingbeat could have increased the long-jump
range of foraging arboreal dinosaurs [22]. Drag forces would
have been sufficient to supply these aerodynamic forces and sig-
nificantly extend long-jump range, especially for avian
precursors with limited lift-generating capabilities [34]. Here,
we find that drag can contribute up to 70% of bodyweight sup-
port during flights requiring obstacle negotiation. The ability to
generate drag would have also contributed towards redirecting
aerodynamic force (relative to the global frame), which is critical
for making foraging flights. This insight explains how, despite
their minimal lift and high drag, proto-wings could have furn-
ished the origin of bird flight [43] from the first extended long
jump [22] and aerodynamic take-off [34] towards foraging
flights. According to the ontogenetic-transitional wing hypoth-
esis [20], early fliers moved their proto-wings through a
fundamental stroke plane similar to that of juvenile ground
birds. These ground birds flap their transitional wings through
a stroke plane that remains approximately fixed with respect to
gravity during descending flight and wing-assisted inclined
running [20]. However, compared with descending flight or
inclined running, arboreal foraging flights require a much
larger range of force directions for birds to accelerate after
take-off and brake before landing. In order to increase their
range of force directions and improve aerodynamic control,
avian precursors would have needed to expand their range of
stroke plane angles and ability to adjust wing orientations,
which adds greater complexity to wing biomechanics and
flight control [10], but also greatly enhances manoeuvrability.
Thus, as avian precursors improved their flight capabilities,
they probably increased both the magnitude of aerodynamic
force generated by their wings and their range of stroke plane
angles and net force orientations—by using lift and drag inter-
changeably. With greater flexibility in their ability to redirect
aerodynamic forces, the first birds could better direct forces to
fly further and with more control. Guided by time-to-collision
visual cues they then could have transitioned to fly up or
down to deftly navigate around obstacles and reach previously
unattainable foraging locations effectively.
4. Material and methods
4.1. Experimental design
In order to evaluate how birds navigate around horizontal
obstacles during short, foraging flights, we studied perch-to-
perch flights made by five Pacific parrotlets (F. coelestis; 30.7 ±
26 g) inside of an AFP. We chose white string as the obstacle
for three main reasons: (i) it is clearly visible against the black
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background formed by the force plates of the AFP, (ii) it was non-
rigid so birds would not perch on it and would not be harmed if
they contacted it, and (iii) it was thin enough to avoid introdu-
cing significant interference with airflow inside of the AFP
generated by the birds’ wingbeats. We tested 10 variations: one
baseline with no obstacle; three with a single string hung
across the width of the AFP at eye-level with a parrotlet resting
on the take-off perch; three where additional strings were
added below the original (to block off the option to fly under
the obstacle); and three where additional strings were added
above the original (to block off the option to fly over the
obstacle). After testing the baseline case, we tested all single-
string variations first to avoid biasing the parrotlets’ selected
strategy for flying over versus under the obstacles. The obstacles
were positioned halfway between the perches (40 cm from the
take-off perch), 25 cm from the take-off perch, and then 55 cm
from the take-off perch. For each variation, we recorded four
flights per bird for five birds. Flights in which birds did not fly
towards the landing perch were labelled as outliers by an impar-
tial third party based solely on videos. Five outlier flights were
omitted from our analysis, except for evaluating whether there
was a preferred flight strategy. The preferred strategy (i.e.
flying over or under the obstacle) turned out to be specific to
each individual (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Budgerigars have similarly exhibited individual biases in flying
left or right around a barrier [44]. To determine how the birds
negotiated horizontal obstacles mechanistically, we pooled our
data from the single string variations with the remaining obstacle
variations. We thus report mean ± s.d. based on N = 5 birds,
nbaseline = 20 flights (4 per bird), nover,25 cm = 22 flights (4–6 per
bird), nover,40 cm = 29 flights (4–8 per bird), nover,55 cm = 29 flights
(3–8 per bird), nunder,25 cm= 36 flights (4–8 per bird), nunder,40 cm

= 28 flights (3–8 per bird), nunder,55 cm = 28 flights (4–8 per bird).
The birds were trained using habituation and positive

reinforcement (with millet seed rewards) to fly inside of the
AFP with no obstacle present. Once the birds flew consistently
on cue (when the trainer pointed a finger or target stick at the
goal perch), we recorded the baseline flights and then tested
the single string variations. When additional strings were
added above and below the single string, another round of
habituation and positive reinforcement training preceded the
experimental recordings.
4.2. Force measurements
Net instantaneous vertical and horizontal aerodynamic forces
were measured using a two-dimensional AFP (figure 1a). The
floor, ceiling and front and back walls of the AFP (100 × 100 ×
60 cm; length × height × width) are made of carbon fibre sand-
wich panels, each attached in a statically determined manner to
three Nano 43 sensors (six-axis, SI-9-9.125 calibration; ATI Indus-
trial Automation) sampling at 2000 Hz (100× the parrotlets’
wingbeat frequency of 20 Hz) with a resolution of 2 mN (less
than 1% the parrotlets’ average bodyweight of 363 mN). The
side walls are formed from clear acrylic panels. Take-off and
landing forces were measured using instrumented perches that
extended through the side walls of the AFP. Further details of
this set-up are published elsewhere [34]. All force measurements
were filtered using an eighth-order Butterworth filter with a cut-
off frequency of 80 Hz for the plates and 40 Hz for the perches,
which had a lower natural frequency (greater than 44 Hz) than
the force plates (greater than 92 Hz). Integrated forces matched
expected net impulse values (electronic supplementary material,
table S6) based on the conservation of momentum [34].

As detailed in our previous work [32], we determined force
contributions from the parrotlets’ body and tail to be negligible
during slow flight (less than 1% bodyweight based on a drag coef-
ficient of 0.4), because force contributions scale with velocity2 ×
area. The body and tail have a much slower velocity (1.7 m s−1

average across all variations) compared with the velocity at the
radius of gyration of the flapping wings (4.2 m s−1 average), and
their total surface area is only about a quarter of the area of the
wings (0.002 m2 versus 0.008 m2). We therefore attribute all
measured aerodynamic forces to the parrotlets’ flapping wings
(20 Hz wingbeat frequency, 22.0 ± 1.5 cm wingspan).

4.3. Kinematics
Body and wingbeat kinematics were captured using five high-
speed cameras (three Phantom Miro M310 s, one R-311, and
one LC310, 1280 × 800 resolution, 1000 fps), synchronized with
each other and the force sensors. The cameras were calibrated
using DLT software [45] with an average DLT error less than
1%. Points on the birds’ eye and tail were digitized throughout
the flight, and on the birds’ shoulder and wingtip at the start
and end of each downstroke (see electronic supplementary
materials for details).

The eye and tip of the beak were manually tracked during
mid-downstroke to recover head orientation, which we defined
as the angle of the line connecting these two points. To determine
whether the landing perch and obstacle were in the bird’s field-
of-view, we measured the angle of a line drawn from the bird’s
eye to the obstacle or perch relative to the bird’s head orientation
(figure 4b,c).

Time-to-collision with the obstacle, τOB (figure 5e), was calcu-
lated as the distance between the bird’s eye and obstacle divided
by the time rate of change of that distance. Time-to-collision with
the landing perch, τLD (figure 5f ), was calculated as the distance
between the instantaneous position of the bird’s eye and the eye
position when its feet made contact with the landing perch
divided by the time rate of change of that distance.

4.4. Calculating lift and drag
To determine lift and drag, we decompose the measured aerody-
namic forces into components that act orthogonal to the
bird’s wing velocity (lift) and antiparallel to the wing velocity
(drag). To recover the bird’s instantaneous wing velocity based
on our kinematic measurements from the start and end of each
stroke, we model stroke angle f (electronic supplementary
material, figure S6A) as a sinusoidal function, f ¼ A=2 cos
(2pf (t� to))þ fo, where A is the measured stroke amplitude, f is
stroke frequency, t is time with phase offset to, and ϕo is stroke
angle offset because the wingbeats were not symmetric about
the horizontal plane. Stroke amplitude A and stroke angle offset
ϕo are based on the location of the bird’s wingtip and shoulder
at the start and end of each downstroke. We also use the
bird’s wingtip position at the start and end of downstroke
to determine average stroke plane angle Φο. The bird’s wing
trajectory deviates from this angle up to a maximum stroke
deviation angle of do, so we model the stroke plane angle as
F ¼ Fo þ do (cos (2p ft)� 1) during accelerating wingbeats (stroke
plane pitched forwards, electronic supplementary material, figure
S6B), and asF ¼ Fo � do (sin (2p ft)� 1) during brakingwingbeats
(strokeplanepitchedbackwards, electronic supplementarymaterial,
figure S6C). Combining thesemodelled kinematics,we canderive the
three-dimensional wing velocity and radius vectors (see electronic
supplementary material for more details) to calculate lift and drag as
in [34]. Comparing these calculations based on modelled wing kin-
ematics with calculations based on our fully resolved wingbeat
kinematics during the baseline flights (electronic supplementary
material, figure S6), we find reasonable agreement for lift and drag
impulse magnitudes and directions during a take-off, mid-flight and
landing wingbeat (electronic supplementary material, table S2).

Lift and drag were averaged separately for each wingbeat to
calculate their contributions to weight support and braking
(electronic supplementary material, table S4), and to calculate
lift-to-drag ratios (figures 3h and 4e). This averaging method
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is more robust to kinematics modelling errors and noise in the
data, but is non-conservative; wingbeat-averaged lift and wing-
beat-averaged drag do not necessarily sum up to wingbeat-
averaged net force. For a more intuitive snapshot of lift and
drag contributions during different wingbeats, we show instan-
taneous force vectors in figure 3a–d, for which lift and drag do
sum to net force. To select the representative wingbeats from
which these mid-downstroke vectors were extracted, we ident-
ified wingbeats with drag or lift contributions that were most
similar to the contributions listed in electronic supplementary
material, table S4.
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